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DC back up power solutions (DC UPS)

The MCRIl series battery charger is the ultimate in
reliability and longevity. 100% Made in Australia, the
MCRII series combines phase controlled or switch
mode rectification with the latest advancement in
electronics and communication technologies and is
suitable for all industrial batteries (Nicad, VRLA and
Lithium). The MCRII is used in for use in mining and
utilities substations, power stations, marine,
processing facilities, infrastructure and oil and gas.
The MCRIl is available in ultra-rugged phase
controlled and switch-mode versions

Industrial AC back up power solutions
(AC UPS)

Designed for high reliability and featuring
microprocessor and OSP controls, the Magellan
Power dual-conversion and bi-directional single-
phase and three-phase UPS are rated for
continuous operation at full load and overload.
With full system remote diagnostics, monitoring
and reporting via internet, along with integrated
data and fault logging and settable software
parameters, this equipment produces high quality
backed up power for all industrial applications.

Energy storage systems

I The Australian designed and manufactured
Magellan Commercial Scale Energy Storage System
is designed for business use. It helps businesses
break away from relying on the traditional  break
away from relying on the traditional power supply
and associated costs. becoming more efficient and
in control of their power use and spending. It helps
maximise the use of solar power, reduce reliance
on the grid, avoid paying for peak power and to rely
on their own power when the grid falls.

Commercial AC Backup Power Solutions
(AC UPS)

Magellan offers a large range of rack mountable,
transformer based and modular commercial UPS
systems from 10kVA to 800kVA.  These ranges of
UPS are perfect for hospitals, airports, and large
commercial projects.
Magellan can also customize these systems in line
with the specific project requirements and add
features like extended autonomy, higher IP rating
enlcousre and galvanic isolation.











Customized AC UPS System

100kVA 3PH Modular AC UPS

Magellan was approached by a water
utility customer to design a modular and
reliable 100KVA N+1 AC UPS system
suitable to provide backup for their UV
disinfection stage of their water
treatment process.

Magellan custom designed and
manufactured a modular 100kVA 3PH AC
UPS systems housed in IP42 rated steel
enclosures with integrated 300Ah high
temperature VRLA batteries, BMS and
external manual bypass switch. The
solution included an isolation transformer
for the bypass input and also an
integrated load management system.



Stand Alone DC Power Systems

12VDC Stand Alone Power System
A mining customer approached Magellan
to design a stand-alone power system
suitable for their 12VDC legacy equipment,
which they have across 500km of rail. The
solution had to be one piece, easily
deployable on site and very rugged to
withstand the harsh environment of the
Pilbara region and operate reliably for 25
years in hot outdoor locations.

Magellan custom designed and
manufactured a 12VDC SPS in line with
customer's specifications and the
environmental requirements of the site
being very cyclonic. The solution utilizes
Australian made MPPT modules and HMI
both pluggable and rack mountable,
developed in house by Magellan. The skid
has adjustable PV array angle for
different locations and different times of
year. The enclosures are outdoor rated
and double skin, made of 3mm Aluminum
suitable for harsh environments.



A  mining client came to Magellan seeking a way
to reduce their diesel consumption and wanted
to introduce renewables to their power supply.
Although they were an exploration camp
reducing their carbon footprint was a priority and
essential to the business ethos.
Whilst unable to run the whole site off solar, a
decision was made to supply the camp
accommodation from solar and battery with
support from the generator in the winter
months. The accommodation units were fitted
with energy-efficient appliances to reduce the
load.

Magellan provided a hybrid power system
consisting of a Solar array and Lithium BESS, the
BESS was installed in an air-conditioned container
with the batteries, inverter and MPPT's. The RMS
solar array was selected for it's ease of
installation is remote areas and cost effective
deployment with minimal civil works. The hybrid
system integrated with the sites current genset
which was called when required.

Stand Alone AC Power Systems

3Ph AC Containerised SPS with 25KW
Solar Array and 98KWh Battery Bank








